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Abstract. It is shown that every (countable) Boolean algebra with a presentation of low Turing degree is isomorphic to a recursive Boolean algebra. This
contrasts with a result of Feiner (1967) that there is a Boolean algebra with
a presentation of degree <0' which is not isomorphic to a recursive Boolean
algebra. It is also shown that for each n there is a finitely axiomatizable theory
T„ such that every low« model of T„ is isomorphic to a recursive structure
but there is a low„+1 model of T„ which is not isomorphic to any recursive
structure. In addition, we show that n + 2 is the Turing ordinal of the same
theory T„ , where, very roughly, the Turing ordinal of a theory describes the
number of jumps needed to recover nontrivial information from models of the
theory. These are the first known examples of theories with Turing ordinal a
for 3 < a < w.

1. Introduction
The notion of a presentation of a structure is quite old and can be expressed
in many ways. In "combinatorial" algebra one usually considers the complexity
of the "defining object". For instance, in combinatorial group theory, a group
G is called finitely presented if G can be expressed as the quotient of some
finitely generated free group F by the normal closure of a finitely generated
subgroup of F (see, e.g., Magnus, Karrass, and Solitar [17]). More generally,
we can say a group is A^-presentable (where A° denotes the nth level of
Kleene's arithmetical hierarchy) if G is isomorphic to a quotient of the free
group on {xo, Xi, ...} by a A® normal subgroup. There is nothing special
about groups here, and many authors have studied presentations of various
algebraic structures such as vector spaces, linear orderings, fields, and the like.
We remark that one can easily give a logical definition of a A° presentation
of a model as one whose universe is (coded as) N and whose open diagram is
A0
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In this paper our primary purpose is to solve an old question generated by the
work of Feiner [7, 8] concerning presentations of Boolean algebras. Here we say
a Boolean algebra B is A°n-(respectively, lPn-, n°-) presented if B is given as
Q/F where Q denotes the standard countable atomless Boolean algebra and
F is a A» (respectively, lPn, Yl°n
) filter of Q.
It can be shown that every IIo-presented Boolean algebra is isomorphic to
a recursively presented one and that each A°l+i-presented Boolean algebra is
isomorphic to a X°-presented one (Feiner; see, e.g., Downey [4]). Using a very
difficult coding argument, Feiner [7, 8] showed that there exist X°-presented
Boolean algebras not isomorphic to A^-presented ones. In particular, there
exist r.e.-presented Boolean algebras not isomorphic to recursive ones. Quite
aside from its intrinsic interest, Feiner's result had some powerful consequences
in classical recursion theory (such as the solution to Rogers's strong homogeneity
conjecture and the result that the lattice of recursively enumerable sets is not
recursively presentable) (see Feiner [7-10]).
The technique of proof used for Feiner's theorem on Boolean algebras was
extremely novel and involved a special coding of 0^ into the Fréchet sequence
of the r.e. Boolean algebra B . A consequence of the use of this or similar "high
level" coding techniques is that Feiner's Boolean algebra is not even isomorphic
to one with a low„ presentation for any n . Here, a presentation Q/F is low„
if FW (the «th Turing jump of F ) has the same degree as 0("J. A structure
is low if it is lowi.
One can ask questions of this sort for other structures. Linear orderings tend
to be the structures that are in many ways closest to Boolean algebras. For
both Boolean algebras and linear orderings we know that no direct coding is
possible (Richter [22, 23]). This means that if A is either a linear ordering or
a Boolean algebra, then there is no nonrecursive set C which is recursive in
every presentation

of every isomorphic

copy of A . It is, however, possible to

code information into the double jump of a linear ordering. For example, for
each degree d > 0" there is a linear ordering L such that d is the least degree
which is the double jump of the degree of an isomorphic copy of L. However,
such "jump codings" are useless for showing that there is a low linear ordering
not isomorphic to a recursive one. Nevertheless, Jockusch and Soare [11] used
a kind of diagonal argument (rather than a coding argument) to show that there
are low linear orderings not isomorphic to recursive ones. Jockusch and Soare's
new technique has found several applications (see [6]).
Our main result is the following, which contrasts with the theorem mentioned
above that there is a low linear ordering not isomorphic to a recursive one.

Theorem 1. Every low Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a recursive one.
The proof of Theorem 1 is surprisingly easy but does involve a new technique.
This technique involves representing a given low Boolean algebra B as the
interval algebra of a low linear ordering L and then constructing an orderpreserving A0, embedding h from L to a recursive linear ordering L. We
should not expect to be able to make h an order-isomorphism in view of the
above-mentioned result that there is a low linear ordering not isomorphic to a
recursive one. However, we ensure that the range of h is "sufficiently large" in
L to be able to apply a theorem of Remmel [21, Theorem 1.2] to show that L
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and L have isomorphic interval algebras. Specifically, it suffices to ensure that
every element of L which is not in the range of h belongs to a finite interval

of L of the form (h(a), h{b)).
We do not know whether, for all « > 1, every low„ Boolean algebra is
isomorphic to a recursive one. However, in Theorem 2 we produce for each n a
finitely axiomatized theory T„ such that every low„ model of Tn is isomorphic
to a recursive one but not every low„+1 model of T„ is isomorphic to a recursive
one. Thus, by definition, the lowness ordinal of T„ is n +1. In general, a theory
T is said to have lowness ordinal a , where a is a recursive ordinal, provided
that a is the least ordinal ß such that T has a model A which is /Mow (i.e.,
A^ is recursive in 0^' ) and not isomorphic to any recursive structure. Note
that by the result of Feiner mentioned above, there is a Boolean algebra which is
A° and hence cy-lowbut not isomorphic to a recursive one. Thus the lowness
ordinal X of the theory of Boolean algebras exists and (also applying Theorem

1) 2<k<œ.
Theorem 1 is also related to studies trying to assign a degree to the isomorphism type of a structure. Such studies explicitly began with Richter [22, 23],
who defined the degree of the isomorphism type of a countable structure A to
be the least degree (if it exists) which occurs as the degree of the open diagram
of a structure (with universe œ ) isomorphic to A. Thus, for example, the
isomorphism type of a structure A has degree 0 iff A has a recursive copy.
She showed that some theories T (for example, the theory of abelian groups)
have the property that all degrees d occur as degrees of isomorphism types of
models of T. In the other direction, she showed that other theories T have
the property that no degrees d other than 0 occur as degrees of isomorphism
types of models of T. Examples of the latter include the theories of linear
orderings and Boolean algebras. Jockusch suggested that for structures whose
isomorphism types have no degree, one might try to assign a jump degree, that
is, the least degree (if it exists) which is the Turing jump of a structure in the relevant isomorphism type. Using a forcing argument, Knight [14] showed that if
a linear ordering has a jump degree, this degree is 0'. More generally, Jockusch
suggested that for recursive ordinals a we might try instead the a th jump degree, which is defined as the least degree which contains the a th jump of (the
open diagram of) a structure in the isomorphism type. Here, the results of
Ash, Jockusch, and Knight [2] together with the results of Downey and Knight
[5] (see Downey [4]) establish that for each recursive ordinal a > 2 and each
degree a>0(a) there is a linear ordering L whose isomorphism type has a th
jump degree a but does not have any ß th jump degree for any ß < a. Similar
results have been found in settings such as, for instance, p-groups (Oates [19]).
Jockusch and Soare [13] showed (using the machinery of Feiner [8]) that for
each degree d > 0(<u)there is a Boolean algebra B whose isomorphism type
has (o th jump degree d. In the other direction they showed that no Boolean
algebra has an n th jump degree other than 0(n) for any n < co.
These results suggest the following notion [13]. Let a be a recursive ordinal.
A theory T has Turing ordinal a if the following two conditions hold:
(i) For any degree d > 0(q) there is a model of T whose isomorphism class
has a th jump degree d, and
(ii) For any ß < a, no degree other than 0(^> occurs as the ß th jump degree

of any model of T.
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By the results mentioned above, the theories of abelian groups, linear orderings, and Boolean algebras have respective Turing ordinals 0,2, and a>. Note
that if a theory has Turing ordinal x, then its lowness ordinal X exists and
satisfies X < x + 1. (To prove this, let b be a degree such that b is low over
0M, i.e., b > 0M and b' = 0<T+1>,
and let A be a model of T with r-jump
degree b. Then A is (t + l)-low but not isomorphic to a recursive structure.)
The following result gives examples of Turing ordinals.
Theorem 2. For each n with 0 < n < œ, there is a finitely axiomatizable theory
Tn with lowness ordinal n + 1 and Turing ordinal n + 2.

Since it is known that there are finitely axiomatizable theories with Turing
ordinals 0,1, and œ, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary. If 0 < a < œ, there is a finitely axiomatizable theory with Turing
ordinal a.

Notation is standard, and the reader is referred to, e.g., Soare [25] or Rogers
[24]. If L is a linear ordering having a least element, let Intal(L) (the interval
algebra of L) be the Boolean algebra of sets consisting of all finite unions of
left-closed, right-open intervals of L U {oo}, where oo is taken to be greater

than all elements of L.
2. The proofs
We begin with Theorem 1. Using well-known folklore results, we can consider a low Boolean algebra as Intal(L), the interval subalgebra of a low linear
subordering of the rationals, Q. (See, for instance, Remmel [21, Theorem
1.2].) Recall that a pair of elements a, b with a <¿ b in an ordering L is
called a successivity or adjacency if there is no z e L with a <¿ z <¿ b.
We write adj(a, b) if [a, b] is an adjacency. Note that the atoms of Intal(L)
are precisely the left-closed, right-open intervals (a, b] of L U {oo} such that
adj(a, b). By Cantor's theorem, if B —Intal(L) and L has only finitely many
adjacencies, then B is isomorphic to a recursive Boolean algebra. So we can
suppose L has infinitely many adjacencies.
Remmel [21, Theorem 2.1] obtained a surprising result related to Vaught's
well-known theorem [28] that if B and B are countable atomic Boolean algebras with infinitely many atoms, and the quotient of B modulo the ideal
generated by its atoms is isomorphic to the corresponding quotient for B, then
B and B are isomorphic. Remmel's theorem is the following: Let B and B
be countable Boolean algebras such that B is a subalgebra of B and B has
infinitely many atoms. Suppose further that each atom of B is the supremum

of finitely many atoms of B, that each atom of B lies below some atom of
B, and that B is generated by B and the atoms of B. Then B and B are
isomorphic. Applying this result to interval algebras, we obtain the following
corollary, which is crucial to our proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 3. Let L and L be suborderings of Q such that L has infinitely many
adjacencies, and L, L each have both a least and a greatest element. Suppose
that there is a function h : L -> L with the following properties, where a, b,
and c range over Q :
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(i) h is 1-1 and order preserving and maps the least [greatest] element of
L to the least [greatest] element of L.
(ii) If[a,b]
is an adjacency of L, then [h(a), h(b)]nL is finite.

(iii) If c et-

range(/z), then (3a, b)[a ,beL&

Ad}{a, b) & h{a) < c <

h(b)].
Then Intal(L~) = Intal(L~), where L~ , L~ are obtained from L, L, respectively, by deleting their respective greatest elements.

In light of Lemma 3, to establish the desired result, it suffices to show that
for any low linear ordering L CQ having least and greatest elements, there is
a recursive linear ordering L c Q and a function h:L^>L
such that (i)—(iii)

of Lemma 3 hold.
To construct such L and h , we first note that Adj is a A\ predicate since
L is low. By the Limit Lemma, L has a recursive approximation Ls (so that
for almost all s, a e L •*=>■a e Ls ). We may further assume that
Adj(a, b) implies {s : (3c)(a <c<b&a,b,ce
Ls)} is finite.
Using the A^-ness of Adj, we can "speed up" any approximation to L to
get one with this property. We may also assume that the least and greatest
elements of L are in Ln • We will construct L = \JS Ls, and h - limshs in
stages using a recursive construction. At the initial stage s = 0 we map the

least [greatest] element of L to 0 [ 1 ] with highest priority and never change
h on these arguments. At stage s, we are allowed to add new elements to L
between the current values of h(a) and h(b) (a < b) only if there exists c e Ls
with a < c < b. Thus (ii) will hold.
Let qo, q\, ... be a recursive enumeration of Q. We require that any element added to L at stage s be of the form qm with m>s. Hence L will be
recursive.
We have the following requirements:

R2m

:

qm eL=*h(qm)

Pik+i ■ qkeL-h{L)^(3i,

I &h(qm) ei,

j),

Adj(tf;, qj) & h(q¡) < qk < h{qf).
Assign priorities as usual (the argument is finite injury). The construction is
arranged so that dom(hs) ç Ls for every stage s. When we set hs(qm) = qk,
this assignment has the priority of Rp , where p = min{2m, 2k+1} . If qm e L,
for all t > s and no requirement of higher priority than Rp acts after stage 5,
we will then have ht(qm) = qk for all t > s (and hence h(qm) —qk ).
Strategy for R2m. If qm € Ls+1 and hs(qm) is not defined, define hs+l{qm) = qt

where t is chosen so that t > m and this definition keeps hs+i order preserving.
Add qt to L. If qm leaves L or a higher priority requirement R2k+\ acts,
cancel this value of h and start over. If qm e L, this will happen only finitely
often, and h(qm) = lims hs(qm) will exist and be in L.
Strategy for R2k+i. Suppose qk els - hs(Ls). (This situation arises when qk
is put into L by some R2m, but its apparent /z-preimage seems to leave L
or qk is cancelled as an A-image by higher-priority action.) Further, assume
that there do not exist / and j with h(q¡) and h(qj) defined with stronger
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priority than that of R2k+i such that Adjä (q¡, q¡) and hs{q¡) < qk < hs(qj).
Cancel all lower-priority values of h. Choose i and j with hs{qi) and hs(qj)
defined with stronger priority than R2k+\ such that h(q¡) < qk < h(qj) and
(h(q¡), h(qj)) contains no values of h defined with stronger priority than that
of R2k+\. (Such i and ; exist because we initially defined h on the least and
greatest elements of L with highest priority.) By hypothesis, Adj^ (q¡, qj) does
not hold. As long as it continues not to hold, search for t such that qt e L and
q¡ < qt < Qj by recursive approximation. Set h(qt) = qk (without changing
L ). If the candidate for t changes, start over by undefining all lower-priority
values of h . Also, if Adj (q¡, qj) starts to hold or q¡ or qj appears to leave
L, start over.
These strategies combine by a standard finite injury argument. We omit
further details, which are routine. Observe that the argument actually shows
that any Aj-presented Boolean algebra with a A0, set of atoms is isomorphic
to a recursive Boolean algebra.
We remark that it seems a very interesting open question whether the result
above is sharp in terms of the high/low hierarchy. For instance, is it true
for every n that every low„ Boolean algebra B is isomorphic to a recursive
one? {Added remark (August 1993): A positive answer for « = 2 has recently
been obtained by Thurber [27]. Thus the lowness ordinal X of the theory
of Boolean algebras satisfies 3 < X < co, although its exact value remains
unknown. Thurber's proof uses Remmel's isomorphism theorem [21, Theorem
2.1] and our observation in the previous paragraph.} This question is related
to the results of Jockusch and Soare [12], who show that if a Boolean algebra
has «th jump degree and n < œ, then that degree is 0(n). If, for all n, all
low„ Boolean algebras are isomorphic to recursive ones, then (combining this
with the Jockusch-Soare result just mentioned) every Boolean algebra having
an nth jump degree is trivial in the sense that it has a recursive copy. On the
other hand, the Jockusch-Soare result alone is consistent with the existence of a
properly low,, Boolean algebra. (Compare with the facts that if a linear ordering
has jump degree, it is 0' (Knight [14]), yet there exist low linear orderings not
isomorphic to recursive ones (Jockusch and Soare [12]).)
This brings us to the proof of Theorem 2. We must show that for each n
there is a finitely axiomatizable theory T„ with lowness ordinal n + l and Turing

ordinal n + 2.
To start the proof of Theorem 2, let T0 be the theory of linear order. The
existence of a low linear ordering not isomorphic to a recursive one [12] implies
that the lowness ordinal of To is 1. By Knight [14], no model of To has a first
jump degree other than 0'. By Downey and Knight [5], every degree d > 0"
is the second jump degree of a model of 7b. (The latter may also be easily
proved using the first four lines of the proof of Theorem 2.4 of Ash, Jockusch,
and Knight [2], as we do not require that the orderings involved have no first
jump degree.) Thus the Turing ordinal of 7b is 2.
As in [2], for an ordering L, let

Dg(L) = {deg(D) : D^L}.
The general case is based on the n = 0 case together with a further crucial
use of an ordering from Downey and Knight [5] to "push up" the number of
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jumps involved. For a linear ordering L, let

(p(L) = (n + 2 + ri)-L
where r\ denotes the order type of the rationals. That is, each point of L is

replaced by n + 2 + n .
To obtain the desired theories T„ , we next observe that for each n there is
a finitely axiomatizable theory Tn such that the countable models of Tn are
exactly the linear orderings which, for some countable linear ordering L, are
isomorphic to q>n(L). As mentioned, we simply take To to be the theory of
linear order. For T\, the axioms are those of To together with axioms stating
that for all d, if d is not part of an adjacency, then either there is an adjacency
[a, b] such that (b, d) is dense or an adjacency [a, b] such that (d, a) is
dense. Proceeding by induction, for m > 1 the axioms of Tm+l are those of
Tm together with axioms asserting that the adjacencies obey the axioms of Tm .

As in [2], for an ordering L, let

Dg(L) = {deg(D) : D 3 L).
In Downey and Knight [5], it is shown that L is presentable in degree

d' iff <p(L)is presentable in degree d. Let
(pn{L)- (p(q>• ■■(p(L) ■■■) («times).
It follows immediately by induction, as observed in Downey and Knight [5],

that

(*)

Dg(<p»(L))= {d:dWeDg(L)}.

This is the "pushing up" phenomenon that we need.
We now show that T„ has lowness ordinal « + 1. First we show that any
low„ model of Tn is isomorphic to a recursive structure. It suffices to show
that if L is a linear ordering such that Dg(L) contains a degree d such that
¿(n) _ Q(n)( tjjen £ ¿s isomorphic to a recursive structure. This is clear from
(*), which shows that membership of a degree in Dg((pn(L)) depends only
on the «th jump of the degree. Thus the lowness ordinal of T„ is at least
« + 1 if it exists. To show that this ordinal is exactly « + 1, we must produce
a lown+i model of T„ not isomorphic to a recursive one. By relativising the
proof of existence of a low linear ordering not isomorphic to a recursive one
[12] to 0(n), one may show that there is a degree b which is low over 0(,I)

(i.e., b>0w and b' = 0("+1))) and an ordering L such that b e Dg{L) and
0(") ^ Dg(L). By iterated jump inversion [26, Corollary VI.3.2], there is a
degree c such that c^ = b. By (*), c e Dg(<pn(L)). Since c is lown+i, there

is a low„+i ordering

L = (pn{L).

If L were isomorphic to a recursive ordering, we would have 0(,!) € Dg(L)
by (*), contrary to our choice of L. This shows that we may take L as our
desired low„+i model of T„ not isomorphic to a recursive one. This completes
the proof that T„ has lowness ordinal n + 1.
Next, we show that the Turing ordinal of Tn is « + 2. We will use the
following consequence of (*) :

(**)

{d<"+1): d e Dg((p"(L)} = {e' : e > 0<">&e e Dg(L)}.
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The above follows at once from (*) and iterated jump inversion (i.e., let
e = d(n) ). By relativising to 0(n) the proof of Knight's result [14, Corollary 3.6]
that 0' is the only possible first jump degree for an ordering, one may show that
if L is a linear ordering and c is the least element of {e' : e > 0(n)&e e Dg(L)}
then c = 0("+1). Thus, (**) implies that if c is the (« + l)st jump degree of
(pn(L) then c = 0("+1).
Finally we show that for any degree c > 0(n+2' there is a linear ordering
L such that c is the (« + 2)nd jump degree of cp"{L). Given such a c, by
iterated, relativised jump inversion there is a degree a > 0" such that c = aw =
aU0("+2'. By the case « = 0 of our theorem there is a linear ordering L which
has second jump degree a. To show that cpn(L) has (« + 2)nd jump degree
c, we show first that there is a degree b 6 Dg(cpn(L)) such that b("+2) — c.

For this, choose b e Dg(L) with b" = a. Then, since Dg(L) Ç Dg{q>n(L)),
b e Dg(cpn{L)), and clearly b("+2) = a("> = c, as required. Second, we must
show that if d e Dg{<pn{L)) then d("+2>>c. Now d<">G Dg(L) by (*), so
d("+2)>a since L has second jump degree a. Therefore, d(n+2)>aU0("+2'= c,
as required.

Corollary. For each a with 0 < a < co there is a finitely axiomatized theory

with Turing ordinal a.
As remarked in the introduction, the theory of abelian groups has Turing
ordinal 0 [23] and the theory of Boolean algebras has Turing ordinal co [13].
Thus, to conclude the proof of the corollary, it suffices to show that there is a
finitely axiomatized theory with Turing ordinal 1. Several examples of such theories are known. For instance, Knight [14, remarks, pp. 1034-1035] establishes
that Peano Arithmetic has Turing ordinal 1, and her argument easily adapts to
show that there is a finitely axiomatized fragment of Peano arithmetic which
has Turing ordinal 1. This is perhaps the most accessible and interesting example. Also Richter, in her thesis [22, Theorems 10.1 and 13.1] proved that the
theory of trees (in the language of partial orderings) also has Turing ordinal 1.
For further examples we can again use her thesis [22, Theorems 10.2 and 11.2].
In these it is shown that if T is either the theory of an equivalence relation or
the theory of ordering with a predicate for adjacency, no model of T can have
a degree other than 0. It is easy to complete the proof that these theories have
Turing ordinal 1 by constructing for each degree d > 0' a model with first jump
degree d.
We remark that it is easy to show from the proof of Theorem 2 and a known
result that the theory of discrete linear orderings has lowness ordinal 3 and Turing ordinal 4. Let rdis be the theory of discrete linear orderings, i.e., linear
orderings in which each element except the least has an immediate predecessor and each element not the greatest has an immediate successor. Then each
model of T¿is is either finite or is isomorphic to an ordering of the form co+
(co* + co) • L + co*, where L may be empty, or to the result of omitting the
initial co or the final co* from such an ordering. We use the notation of the
proof of Theorem 2. Watnick [29] showed in essence that, for a countable linear

ordering L,
Dg((co* + co)-L) = {d":deDg(L)}.
(See [2, Lemma 2.2], where the result was rediscovered, for a different proof.)
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Thus, by (*),
Dg((co* + co) ■L) = Dg(<p2(L)).
It follows that for any countable model L\ of Tdis there is a countable model
L2 of T2 such that Dg(L{) = Dg(L2), and vice-versa. Hence T2 and Tdis
have the same Turing and lowness ordinals. Therefore, by Theorem 2, TdiShas
lowness ordinal 3 and Turing ordinal 4.
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